Relationship Between Scores on MET and MELAB

If your institution already recognizes MELAB scores for admissions purposes, you may be interested in their relationship to MET scores.

Michigan Language Assessment has stopped offering the MELAB and now offers the Michigan English Test (MET) in its place. The MET incorporates features of the MELAB, but is a more modern test that includes, for example, cross-text reading tasks, an important skill in academic and professional contexts (Khalifa and Weir, 2009) as well as more thorough writing and speaking tests. If your institution already recognizes MELAB scores, you may be interested in their relationship to MET scores.

The concordance table above is based on multiple evidence sources. Shared task types between the two tests allow for statistical determination of comparable scores on the two tests. In addition, Michigan Language Assessment (2010, 2014, 2017) conducted separate exercises relating the two tests to various levels of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, a widely used benchmark of language ability, with in-between values arrived at using linear interpolation.

The relationships shown in concordances are always approximations. It is thus ideal for institutions to conduct standard setting exercises in order to determine MET cut scores appropriate for their contexts. Institutions should also note that overall MELAB scores are based on three of the language skills (excluding speaking), whereas overall MET scores are based on however many skills an examinee is tested on (two or four skills).
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*Michigan Language Assessment retired the MELAB in 2018. MELAB results are valid for two years from testing date. Michigan Language Assessment will verify scores through June 2020.

Institutions may verify scores online for free: michiganassessment.org/iama/recognition/verify-scores/